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We establish that an analogue of Rado's "columns condition" is suffÉcient for the 
partition regularity of a homogeneous system of equations Ax=0 in any com- 
mutative ring R. (A system of equations with coefficients in R is partition regular 
provided that for any finite partition of R\{0}, one cell contains a solution set for 
that system.) We show that for a wide class of commutative rings, the condition is 
also necessary. We investigate briefly solutions to a nonhomogeneous system 
Ax =b. We also show that in any infinite integral domain one can obtain, in one 
cell of any finite partition, solution sets for any sequence of systems of equations 
satisfying the columns condition and all finite sums choosing at most one term from 
each solution set. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  [12]  Rado  proved his famous  theorem character i z ing  those  systems 
of  homogeneous  l inear  equat ions  w i th  in tegra l  coeff ic ients wh ich  are 
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partition regular (Definition 1.2) over the set N of positive integers. Conse- 
quences of this theorem are, for example, Schur's Theorem (which asserts 
the existence of some x, y, and x + y in some cell of any finite partition 
of ~)  and van der Waerden's Theorem (which asserts the existence of 
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions in some cell of any finite partition 
of N). See [8] for details. Central to this theorem is the "columns condi- 
tion" which we state here for an arbitrary commutative ring. (In the case 
R = 77 this definition agrees with Rado's.) 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring, let u, v ~ N and let C be 
a u x v matrix over R. Then C satisfies the columns conditions over R if 
and only if the columns cl, e2, ..., ev of C can be ordered so that there exist 
m~N,  andk l ,k2  .... , kminNwi th l~<ki< ' "<km=vandd l ,  d2 ..... dm 
R\{0} such that 
(1) dl .Y~L1 c i= 0, 
(2) if m>l  and te {2, 3, ..., m} there exist el, t, e2,t,...,c%_l,t in R 
with a-i=l~k'-I ~i,t .el +dt .  ~ki'=kt_x +1 ei = O, and 
(3) if m > 1, then for each n ~ N, R.  dx. 1--Lm2 d7 is infinite. 
Observe that if R is finite and C satisfies the columns condition over R 
one must necessarily have m = 1 in the definition. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring, let u, v ~ N, let C be a 
u x v matrix over R, and let B__. R. Then C is partition regular over B if 
and only if whenever B is divided into finitely many classes some one of 
these classes contains Xl, x2 .... , xv with Cx = 0 where 
(i x )X2 X ~ 
Rado's original theorem then says 
1.3. THEOREM (Rado [12]). Let u, v~N and let C be a a uxv  matrix 
over Z. Then C is partition regular over N if  and only i f  C satisfies the 
columns condition over 77. 
In 1939 Rado proved the following strengthening of the above result. 
1.4. THEOREM (Rado [13]). Let R be any subring of  the complex 
numbers, let u, v ~ N, and let C be a u × v matrix over R. Then C is partition 
regular over R\{0} i f  and only i f  C satisfies the columns condition over R. 
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In [2] it was shown that a version of Rado's Theorem is valid for vector 
spaces over finite fields. We show here in Section 2 that the sufficiency of 
Theorem 1.4 is valid for any commutative ring. 
We call a commutative ring R a "Rado ring" provided the columns 
condition is also necessary for partition regularity over R\  {0 }. In Section 3 
we investigate Rado rings, showing that they form a large, but proper, 
subclass of the commutative rings. 
In Section 4 we investigate nonhomogeneous systems of equations 
A x = b, obtaining a characterization in terms of constant solutions. 
In [6] it was shown that if (Cn)n°°__l is a sequence of partition regular 
matrices with entries from 7/ and N=UT=IA i ,  then there are some 
i t  {1, 2, ..., r} and for each n ~ N some vector xn with entries in Ai so that 
C, x n = 0 and s o that all finite and nonempty sums Z ~ ~ F X ~ (i(n)) choosing 
at most one coordinate from each x, also lie in Av We show here in 
Section 5 that an analogous result (where each Cn satisfies the columns 
conditions) is valid for any infinite integral domain. 
In Section 6 we briefly investigate an analogue of a conjecture of Rado. 
2. RADO'S THEOREM FOR COMMUTATIVE RINGS 
We begin by proving an extension of [-3, Corollary 2.10] which is based 
on an idea of Furstenberg and Katnelson I-7]. (This idea is also spelled out 
quite simply in [1 ].) In so doing we work with the Stone-Cech compac- 
tification/~S of a discrete semigroup S. Recall that the operation + on S 
extends to flS in such a way that for each p t/~S, the function 2p defined 
by 2p(q) = p + q is continuous and for each s t S the function Ps defined by 
Ps(P) = P + s is continuous. We take the points of / /S  to be the ultrafilters 
on S, the points of S being identified with the principal ultra filters. Given 
A ~_ S, X = {p t fiS : A t p}. While X = clBs A, of more importance is the 
fact that the set {A: A ~ S} forms a basis for the topology on flS. A subset 
A of S is defined to be central if and only if there are a minimal right ideal 
J of flS and an idempotent p ~ J with A t p. Our interest in central sets 
stems from the fact that they are combinatorially rich as can be seen below. 
(Minimal right ideals can be found inside any right ideal and each minimal 
right ideal has idempotents.) See [103 and [3] for more detailed 
information about (fiS, +) and central sets. 
O 03 2.1. THEOREM. Let (S, +)  be a commutative s migroup, let ( k)k=l be 
a sequence of subsemigroups of S with Dk+l~Dk for each k. Let Q= 
Ok~=l Ok. Then Q is a compact subsemigroup of flS. Let p be an idempotent 
in a minimal right ideal of Q and let A tp .  Let l~ N and for each 
) ~ be a sequence in S with Yi.k ~ Dk for each k. i t  {1, 2, ..., I}, let (Yi ,  k k=l  
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Then there 
empty subsets 







o~ H oo exist a sequence (at}t=1 in S, a sequence ( t}t=l of non- 
..., i 0(3 of N, and, for each i e {0, 1, l}, a sequence (z(t, )}t= 1 in 
teN,  z(t,O)=at; 
te~ and ie {1, 2, ..., l}, z(t, i )=at + ~f.meHt Yi.~; 
te N and ie {0, 1 ..... l}, z(t, i )eDt;  
t e N, max H t < min Ht+ ~ ; and 
for any finite nonempty subset F of N and any f: F ~ {0, 1, ..., l} 
Z,  ~ ~ z(t, f ( t ) )  e A. 
Proof. 
exerc ise,  
Given 
and 
The proof that Q is a compact subsemigroup of flS is a routine 
See for example [10]. 
k e N, we let 
n~F n~F n~F 
and Fis a finite nonempty subset of N with rain F~> k~ 
3 
Ek=Ikw {(a, a ..... a ) :aeDk}.  
Let X= (fiS) ~+I, let I=  Nk~l clxIk, and E= (']kOV_ 1 clxEk. 
We show first that E_~ Ql+1. In fact, let p = (Po, P~, ..-, Pt) with p eE. 
Let ie  {0, 1,...,l}, let keN,  and let U be a neighborhood of Pi. Let 
V=ui l [u ]  where rci denotes the ith projection function. Then V is a 
neighborhood of p so pick some x e Ek c~ V. Then xi = a for some a e Dk or 
xi = a + Z ,  EF Yi, n for some a e Dk and some finite nonempty F_  N with 
minF>k.  Since each yi, neDn~_D~ and Dk is a semigroup, one has in 
either case that x~ e U ~ D~. 
Now we claim that E is a subsemigroup of X and that I is an ideal of 
E. To this end, let p, q e E. We show p + q e E and if either p e I or q e/ ,  
then p + q e L Let k be given and let U be an open neighborhood of p + q. 
Pick (since 2p is continuous) an open neighborhood W of q with 
p+ W_~ U. Pick xe  Wc~E k with xe I  k if qe / .  If xe lk ,  pick aeDk and F 
with minF~>k so that x=(a ,a+~,~Fy  1 ....... a+~,~Fy l ,  n) and let 
m=maxF+ 1. If xq~Ik, pick aeDk with x= (a, a ..... a) and let m=k.  
Now p + x e U and Px is continuous, so pick a neighborhood V of p with 
V + x ~ U. Pick y e V ~ Em with y e I m if p e L If y e Ira, pick b e O m and G 
with min G >~ m so that y=(b ,  b + 5~n~a y~ ....... b + Z,~G Y~,,). Otherwise 
pick b e O m with y = (b, b ..... b). Then y + x e Uc~ Ek and if x e I k or y e Im, 
then y+xe Uc~Ik. 
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Now we show: 
( . )  Given any Btp  and any ks  N, there exist atD k and a finite 
nonempty subset H of N with min H ~> k and 
a,a+ E ya,,,a+ E y2.n,...,a+ E y,,,}gB. 
n~H ne l l  ne l l  
Indeed, let p = (p, p, ..., p). Then p t E. Let k t N and let Uo x U 1 x " - "  X 
Ut be a neighborhood of p in X. Then U0nUln . - .nU l  is a 
neighborhood of p in/~S and since p t Q one may pick a t Uo n U1 n ..- n 
UtnDk. Then (a,a .... , a ) t (Uox- . -xU/ )nE~.  
Since p t E, p + E is a right ideal of E so pick a minimal right ideal R 
of E with R ~ p + E and pick an idempotent q t RT. Since q t p + E, pick 
r tE  with q=p+r .  
We now claim q+p=p.  Let i t  {0, 1 ..... l} be given. Now rtE___Q t+l 
so ri t Q so qi = P + ri s p + Q. Now p is a member of a minimal right ideal 
R* of Q andp+Q~_R*+Qc_R* so q~tR*. Thus q~+Q is a right ideal 
of Q with q~+Q~R* so q~+Q=R* so p tq i+Q.  Pick t i tQ  with 
P = qi + te- Then q~ + p = q; + q~ + ti = q~ + t; = p, as required. 
Since q + p = p we have p s R. Since R is a minimal right ideal of E and 
I is an ideal of E we have R_  L (Since I is a left ideal R n I¢  ~ and hence 
R n I  is a right ideal contained in R so Rn I=R. )  Thus p tL  Let 
U=BxBx . - -x/~.  Then U is  a neighborhood o fp inXso  Un I  k~,  
hence we may pick a t Dk and a finite nonempty H___ N with min H>~ k 
and (a, a + 5Zn ~ Lr Yl.n, .", a + Zn~H Y/.,) s U. Thus (.) is established. 
Now let A~=AnD1 and let Ba={XtAl :A l -XSp}.  Then Bltp. 
(For -41 is a neighborhood ofp=2p(p). Pick a neighborhood U ofp  with 
p+ U~-41. Then UnStp  and Axn  UnS~_B1.) Choose a I and H 1 as 
guaranteed by (.)  for B1 and k= 1. Define z(1, i) for i t  {0, 1 ..... l} as 
required by Conclusions (1) and (2). Then {z(1, 0), z(1, 1) ..... z(1,/)} ~ B1. 
Let A2=A1 ~ ~=o (A l - z (  1, i)). Then A2t p. 
Inductively, given Art p and at_l and Ht_l, let k=max Ht_ 1 + 1 and 
let B~= {xtA t:A t -x tp} .  Choose at and H t as guaranteed by (.)  for B t 
and k. For i t  {0, 1 .... , l} define z(t, i) as required by Conclusions 1 and 2. 
Let A~+~ = A~ n 0~=o (A,-  z(t, i)). 
Note that for any t, Conclusion 4 holds by (*) and the choice of k. For 
Conclusion 3, let t and k=maxHt  ~+1 be given. Then a~tD, and 
minH~>~k>~t so for ntH~ and i t  {1, 2, ..., l}, y~,,,tD, c_D~. Since D~ is a 
subsemigroup, we have for i t{1 ,2 , . . . , l}  that at+Z~lt, y~.~tDt as 
required. 
We verify Conclusion 5 by induction on IF[, showing that if r = min F, 
and f :F - - *{0 ,1  ..... l}, then Y'~teez(t,f(t))tAr. If [ F I= I ,  we have 
z(r,f(r))tB~c_A~. Assume IFI > 1, let G=F\{r}, and let u=min  G. Then 
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Zt~Fz( t , f ( t ) )=2~cz( t , f ( t ) )+z( r , f ( r ) )eA ,+z( r , f ( r ) ) .  Since A~___ 
Ar+l~_A~-z ( r , f ( r ) ) ,  we have ~t~ez( t , f ( t ) )~Ar  as desired. I 
We now introduce a notion generalizing the notion of (m, p, c)-sets 
from [4]. By @ ~1 R we mean the set of all sequences in R with only 
finitely many nonzero coordinates. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring. 
(a) D= {(d~)m~ :me N, for each i~ {1, 2,..., m} d~eR\{0}, and if 
m > 1, then for each n e N, R. dl - I-I m i=2 d~ is infinite}. 
(b) M= {L :L  is a finite nonempty subset of @i~lR  and there 
d m exists (~) i=aeD such that for each heL  some h~va0, and if 
j=min{ i :  h ;¢0}  thenj~<m and hj=dj}. 
(c) Given LeM,  m(L)=max{ i :  there exists heL  with h~¢0}. 
(d) Given L e M and x~, x2, ..., Xm(Cl in R, M(L, x)= {~27_(~ ) 2~x~" 
h L} 
(e) Given L e M and A __c R, A is an M(L)  set if and only if there 
exist x~, x2 .... , Xm(L) in R with A = M(L, x). 
We now show that the M(L)  sets in a commutative ring R play the same 
role as the (m, p, c)-sets on which they were modeled. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let R be a commutative ring, let u, v ~ N, and let C be a 
u x v matrix over R which satisfies the columns condition over R. There is 
some L e M such that given any M( L ) set B there exist x a , x2, ..., x~ ~ B with 
Cx=O. 
Proof Assume the columns of C have been reordered if necessary and 
pick meN,  pick /ca,k2,...,k~ in N with ks<k2< ... <kin=v,  pick 
(d l ) imaeD,  and if m> 1 pick for each te  {2, 3, ..., m}, el.,, e2., .... , c~k,_l.t 
in R with dl-)-~k~lei=0 and for te{2 ,3  ..... m}, Vkt t  Z-.i=I o~i,t'ei[-dt" 
Z k, = k, 1 e~ = 0. Let ko = 0. 
We define L= {ha, h2 ..... 2~} as follows, using functional notation for 
the coordinates of h i. Given ie {1, 2 ..... v} and ts  N, let 
L(t)= 
i '  if t<<.mandkt_ l<i<~k,  
i.t if l <t<<.mandi<<.k, a 
otherwise. 
Given i ~ { 1, 2 ..... v } one can pick t ~ { 1, 2 ..... m } such that kt_l  < i ~< kt. 
Then 2 i ( t )=d t and if s<t  one has k~<i  so hi(s)=0. Thus LeM.  Note 
further that m(L)=m.  Let any Ya, Y2, '",Ym in R be given and let 
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B=M(L ,  y). Now for ie {1, 2, ..., v} l e t  Xi:~, jm=l ~bi ( j ) .y  j. Then each 
x~ e B and 
( ) i 
i=l i=l j= l  
j=*  i=1 
= ~ yj.o=o. | 
j= l  
We now have the major result of this section. 
2.4. THEOREM. Let R be a commutative ring, let u, v ~ ~, and let C be a 
u x v matrix over R. I f  C satisfies the columns condition over R, then C is 
partition regular over R\{0}. 
Proof Let G be a finite partition of R \  {0 }. We need to show that there 
exist A e G and x,,  x2 ..... xn in A with Cx = 0. Assume the columns of C 
have been reordered if necessary and pick m ~ N, pick k,,  k 2 . . . . .  k m in N 
d m with k l<k2< ... <kin=v, pick ( i ) i= leD,  and if m>l  pick for each 
t~ {1, 2 ..... m}, aa,t, %,~ ..... czkt_l,t in R with d 1 -~-~,k~l c i :O  and for t~ 
{2,3,..., m}, zk ' -~%t .c i+dt .Z~ ' , ; = 1  ,+lCi =0 '  Letko=0.  
Assume first that m = 1. Pick A c G with d~ ~ A and let x~ = x2 . . . . .  
xv = da. Then Cx = 0. 
Thus we assume m>l .  Define )~1,22 ..... )~v as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. For each n ~ N let D n = R.  dl • l-[ m t=2dt.  Taking R to be 
discrete we work in (fiR, +). Each D,  is a subsemigroup of (R, +) and 
D~+ 1 ___Dn for each n. Let Q = 0~1D~.  From Theorem 2.1 we know Q is 
a compact subsemigroup of (fiR,+). Pick an idempotent p in a minimal 
right ideal of Q. (Be cautioned that "ideal" here is semigroup terminology 
so a right ideal T of Q satisfies T+ Q ~ Q.) 
We claim that p ~ flR\R. Since p is in a minimal right ideal of Q and any 
minimal right ideal is contained in any two-sided ideal it suffices to show 
that Q \R  is an ideal of Q. By [9, Corollary 2.10] we have that f iR\R is 
an ideal of fiR and Q\E= Q c~ (f iR\R) so we only need to show that 
d m Q\R¢~.  Since ( ~.)~=~eD we have that each Dk is infinite and hence 
(Dk\R)~=~ is a nested sequence of nonempty closed subsets of fiR. 
Consequently ~;~ ~ 0 ~ = =1 (D~\R) Q\R as required. 
Since p~f iR \R ,  {0}q~p, so we may pick some AEG with A~p.  
We show now by downward induction on r E { 1, 2, ..., m} that for each 
X oo t~ {r, r+  1 ..... m} there exists a sequence ( t, ,)~=l such that: 
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(1) {~tm=r(2 i ( t ) .Zn~Fxt . , ) :k r_ l< i~km and F is a finite non- 
empty subset of N } _ A, and 
(2) if t>~r>~2 and neN,  then x, ,neDn.  
First assume r=m.  Since p+p=p,  pick a sequence (y , )~=l  in R such 
that Y~,~, .y ,  eA  whenever F is a finite nonempty subset of N and such 
that each Yn e Dn+ ~. (One may, for example, invoke Theorem 2.1 with the 
function f in Conclusion 5 constantly equal to 0 and let Yn = an +,.) Since 
D,  + ~ ___ D,,. dm pick Xm.~ e D,  with y,  = Xm, n" din. Given a finite nonempty 
subset F of N and given i with kin_ 1 < i~k  m we have 2,(m)"~,n~FXm,n = 
~n e l f  dr,," Xm, n = ~ 'n  ~ F Y~ ~ A as required for Conclusion 1. Conclusion 2 is 
immediate. 
Z oo Now let re  {1, 2,..., m-  1} and for te  {r+ 1, r+2,  ..., m} pick ( , , , ) ,=1 
as guaranteed by the induction hypothesis at r + 1. For kr 1 < i~< k~, let 
Yi, n - -Z  mr-r+, 2i(t) 'zt ,  n" Now given te{r+l , r+2, . . . ,m} we have since 
t i> r + 1 >~ 2 that z,,. e D~ and hence y~, n e D n. Pick sequences (an )n~ ~ and 
(Hn)n°°= 1 as  guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. Taking the function f in Conclu- 
sion 5 to be constant one has for each ie  {kr 1+ 1, kr_ l  +2,  ..., k~} and 
each finite nonempty subset F of N that ~.~i f  (a~ + ~j~H. Y~,j)cA. 
For each t>>.r+ 1 and each n e N let xt , .=~m+,zt ,  j. Observe that 
since for each nmaxHn<minHn+l  we have minHn~>n so x , ,neD. .  If 
r~>2 we have for each n that a~+leD~+ 1 ~D~.dr ,  so pick X~,neD. with 
an+ 1 =Xr, n .d  r. Conclusion 2 is thus satisfied. If r=  1, we have for each n 
that a. + ~ e D.  + ~ _ R.  d, so pick Xr,. e R with a.  + 1 = Xr, n" d,." 
To verify Conclusion 1 let F be a finite nonempty subset of N and let 
kr 1 < i <<. kin. Let G = O,  ~ F On + 1" If kr < i we have 
t=r n~F t=r+l  
t=r+l  
t=r+l  
by the induction hypothesis. If i ~< kr we have 
t=r n~F n~F t=r+l  
= Z a.+l+ Z 2 
n~F n~F j~Hn+l t=r+l  
n~F \ j~Hn+l 
• n~F Xt'nl  
• 2 2 z,,,) 
n~F j~Hn+l 
"j~eG Zt'J) eA  
X Z z,,j) 
n~F j~Hn+ 1 
L(t) .z,,j 
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Z m The induction is complete. For is  {1, 2 ..... v} let i=Zt=l  2i(t).xt,1 
Then by Condition 1 each z~ e A and as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we 
have Cz=0.  | 
The reader may have wondered why Condition 3 of Definition 1.1 
(which automatically follows inany infinite integral domain) was included. 
This condition is needed in our proof above to establish that p ~ flR\R. 
3. RADO RINGS 
We have just seen that in any commutative ring, the columns condition 
is sufficient for partition regularity. In the event it is also necessary we say 
that the ring is a Rado ring. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A Rado ring is a commutative ring R such that 
whenever u, v e N and C is a u x v matrix over R which is partition regular 
over R\  {0 }, C satisfies the columns condition. 
We begin by recording some easy observations. By the direct sum of 
rings we mean those elements of the cartesian product which have only 
finitely many nonzero coordinates with componentwise addition and 
multiplication. By a nontrivial ring R we mean simply that R ¢ {0}. 
3.2. THEOREM. (a) Any finite commutative ring is a Rado ring. 
(b) Any direct sum of infinitely many nontrivial commutative rings is 
a Rado ring. 
(c) Any direct sum of Rado rings is a Rado ring. 
Proof (a) Since the singletons form a finite partition of a finite ring, 
a partition regular matrix must have a constant solution xl = x2 . . . . .  x~. 
Let m = 1, dl = x, ,  and kl = v. 
(b) Let R= @~IR~ where each R~¢ {0} and I is  infinite. Let Cbe 
a uxv  matrix over R. Tlaen {as / :  there exist ( i , j ) s{1 ,2  ..... u}x 
{1, 2, ..., v} with c;,j(a)v~0} is finite. Pick as I  with ci, j (a )=0 for all 
( i , j )e{1 ,2  ..... u} x {1, 2, ..., v}. Pick a~R~\{0}. Let m=l ,  kl=V, and 
define da e R by 
; if ~=~ 
d l (6 )  = if 5 ¢e.  
(c) Let R= @~/R~ where for each 76/ ,  R~ is a Rado ring. I f / i s  
infinite, Part b applies. (Any coordinate for which R~ = {0} can be simply 
discarded.) Thus we assume I is finite. Let u, v s N and let C be a u x v 
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matrix over R which is partition regular over R\{0}. For each 7 e l  let C~ 
be the u x v matrix over R~ whose (i,j)-th coordinate is c~.j(7). It suffices 
to show that some C~ is partition regular over R~. For then let 
• .., /~, ,,~, l,,m be as guaranteed by the m, ka,k2, km, dl,d2,...,dm, and (\ i . t / i=l/t=2 
columns condition in R~. For t e { 1, 2, ..., m } and for i e { 1, 2, ..., k t_l } 
define d't and a~,, in R by 
{0 if 6 # 7, and ~'/.,(6)= {0 if 6 # 7, 
d't(6)= d~ if 6=7, cq. t if 6=7. 
t t t / ! \ k t -  1 m Then m, kl, k2, ..., kin, d l ,  d2 ..... dm, <<,c~i,~2~=1>,= 2 are as required for 
the columns condition in R. 
Suppose then that for each y e I  we have some ryeN and some 
~%:R~\{0} ~ {1, 2, ..., r~} so that C~x=0 does not have a monochrome 
solution with respect to (p~. Extend (p~ to 0 by (p~(0)= r~ + 1. Let r= 
l r I~ ,  (r7 + 1) -1  and let cp: R\{0} ~ {1, 2, ..., r} so that for x, y eR\{0}, 
(p(x)=q)(y) if and only if for each 7e/ ,  ~o~(x(y))=cp~(y(7)). Pick 
xl, x2 ..... x~ in R\{0} with ~o(xl) = (p(x2) . . . . .  <o(x~) and Cx = 0. Since 
xl # 0 there is some 7 e I such that x~(7)¢ 0. But then ix(7), X2(7) .... , Xr(7) 
yield a monochrome solution to CTy=0 with respect to ~0~, a 
contradiction. | 
We also remark that by the theorem of Rado's cited in the Introduction 
any subring of the complex numbers is a Rado ring. 
The following result uses an argument from [11]. Examples of rings 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3 include the integers and the 
Gaussian integers (both subrings of the complex numbers so already 
known to be Rado rings). More generally 2[x/-d ] for d=-1 , -2 , -3 ,  
-7 , -11 , -19 , -43 , -67 , -163  is a unique factorization domain and hence 
satisfies the hypothesis. (These are the only squarefree negative numbers 
for which 7/[x/d ] is a unique factorization domain. See [15].) The 
polynomials over a finite field also satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let R be a unique factorization domain and assume R has 
an infinite set P consisting of primes which are pairwise not associates and 
such that R/Rp is finite for each p ~ P. Then R is a Rado ring. 
Proof Let u, v e N and let C be a u x v matrix over R which is partition 
regular over R\{0}. Let K be the field of quotients of R. As usual let 
e 1, e2, ..., e v be the columns of C. For each pair (L J) of pairwise disjoint 
nonempty subsets of {1, 2 ..... v} we define a subset S(I, J) of P as follows. 
If Zj~o, cj is a linear combination over K of (e i ) i~ ,  let S(I, J)=f2L If 
5Ej~se j is not a linear combination of <ei>,~z, let S(I, J )=  {peP: there 
exist me N u {0} and I and <ri>i~i n R such that p does not divide I and 
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such that pm+l divides (S~zeir~+p' . l .~j~je j )}.  (When we say  pm+l 
divides a vector we mean it divides each coordinate.) 
We set out to show that each S(I, J) is finite. As a preliminary we 
observe that given vectors ai,  a2 ..... a, and b in K" and that b is not a 
linear combination of aa, a2 ..... a,,  one can find a vector x such that 
x .  a~ = 0 for each i and x • b # 0 where • is the ordinary scalar product. 
Indeed one may assume al, a2 .... , a, are linearly independent and, by 
adding some vectors if necessary, that n=u-1 .  Then the matrix 
(a l ,  a 2 . . . . .  an, b) r has rank n + 1 = u so the equation 
(a l ,  a2 ,  ..., a n , b )Tx  = 
can be solved. 
(i) 
Now let I and J be disjoint nonempty subsets of {1, 2, ..., v} and assume 
Z j~:  cj is not a linear combination over K of (e j )~ .  Choose x in K u such 
that xoe i=0 for each i e I  and xo~j~je j¢0 .  By multiplying by 
denominators we can assume x e R u. We show now that if p e S(I, J), then 
p divides Z j~ jxoe j .  By unique factorization this tells us that S(I, J) is 
finite. To this end let peS( I , J )  and pick l and (r i}i~r in R and 
me N w {0} such that p does not divide l and pm+l divides (Z i~e~r~+ 
pm.l.~jsjej). Then pm+l divides x.(~ieieir i+ pm.l~jejej)=~f',ie,x. 
eire+p'~. lY~j~jxoej=p". l .~j~jx.ej .  Since p does not divide l, p 
divides Z j  ~ j x.  ej as claimed. 
Now pick p e P such that 
(*) P¢U {S(I,J): I and J are disjoint nonempty subsets of 
{1,2 ..... v}}, and 
(**) whenever I _  {1,2,...,v} and Z ;~e i#0,  p does not divide 
~'~i~iei , 
Since requirements (*) and (**) only eliminate finitely many members of 
P such a choice can always be made. For each r e R let :~(r) be the highest 
integer such that p~r divides r and let fi~ = rip ~(~). Color R with finitely 
many colors by A(r) = Rp + fir" (The coloring is finite since R/Rp is finite.) 
Choose Xl, x2, ..., x~ with A(Xl) . . . . .  A(x~) and Cx=0.  By reordering 
the columns of C if necessary we my assume we have m e N and ka < 
k2<- ' .  <km=v so that letting k0=0 we have for each t<m that 
C~(Xk,+l)=C~(Xk,+2) . . . . .  ~(Xk,+,) and for t~>l that ~(xk,+~)>c~(x~,). 
Let l=fl~. Then for each ie{1 ,2  ..... v} let &=(fix~-fl~)/P. Since 
A(x~) = A(xa) we have s~e R and x~ = p~(X')(s~-p + l). 
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We show that 
(1) Z~11c i=0,  and 
(2) for te  {2, 3, m}, 2 k' • .', i=k, 1+ 1 Ci is a linear combination over K 
of  (C i )~t l  1. 
Then letting d l= l  and for ts  {2,...,m} letting dt be the product of 
the denominators of the coefficients from K we will have established 
the columns condition. (As R is an integral domain, Condition 3 of the 
columns condition is immediate.) 
We have ~= 1 eixi = 0 so p~(Xk~) + i divides ~= 1 c~x~. Since also p~(~k~) + 1 
divides each x~ for i>k i  we have p~(~)+~ divides k~ ~i :  1 CiXi 
kl Z~=lci(p~(~l~.(si p+l ) )  and hence p divides Z~L~c~.I. Since p 
does not divide 1 we have p divides Z~L~ci and hence by (**) that 
kl Zi=l  ci =0" 
Now let te  {2, 3, ...,m} be given and conclude as above that p~(k,)+l 
~'~kt-t CiXi -IV p c~(xkt) +1. ~'~kit kt-1 + 1 CiSi "~- divides E~L-~ cixi + E~L k,_~ + 1 c ix i  = .(--"i= 1 
p~(Xk~) /y'k=k~_l+ 1 C i and hence that p~(~k,)+~ divides Z k'-~i=l cixi + p~(~k), l.
Z k, i=k, l+lC~. Letting I=  {1, 2 ..... kt_~}and J={kt  ~+l ,  kt ~+2,... ,kt} 
and m = ~(xe,) we see that if 52~Lk,_~ +~ c~ were not a linear combination of 
(ce}/~2~ we would have p~S( I ,  J). | 
The situation with respect o direct products (where again operations are 
defined componentwise but the number of nonzero coordinates is not 
restricted) seems to be more complicated. It is there in fact that we obtain 
our only examples of commutative rings which are not Rado rings. We are 
able to determine completely when @ oo__~ Zk is a Rado ring. However, we 
do not know what happens when one has different finite rings on different 
coordinates. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let S be a finite ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements, 
let I be any set, and let R = @ ~ ~ ~ S. Then R is a Rado ring. 
Proof Let u, v e N and let C be a u x v matrix over R which is partition 
regular over R\{0}. By Theorem 3.2, (a) and (c), we may presume I is 
infinite. Define an equivalence relation - on I be agreeing that 3 - v if and 
only if for all (i, j )e  {1, 2 .... , u} x {1, 2 .... , v} one has ci, j (3 )= ci, j(v). There 
are finitely many equivalence classes modulo - .  List these as I1, I2 ..... Ib 
with the finite equivalence classes, if any, coming first in the list. Pick 
bo~ {1, ..., b} so that for te  {1, 2, ..., b} I t is finite if and only if t<bo.  For 
each te {1, 2, ..., b} let <t be the well ordering of It by its cardinal (so that 
if It is infinite, each element is followed by infinitely many other elements). 
Order I by agreeing for 6 ~ I t and v E I~ that ~ < v if and only if either t < s 
or both t = s and 5 <t v. Observe that I is well ordered by <. 
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Given x in R\{0}, let 7(x)=min{ae I :x (5 )¢O} and define #(x)e 
{1, 2, ..., b} by 7(x)e I~,(x ). Given x and y in R\{0} agree that x ~ y if and 
only if all of 
(a) ~(x) = ~(y), 
(b) x(v(x))= y(v(y)), and 
(c) if #(x) < bo, then 7(x) = 7(Y). 
There are finitely many equivalence classes mod ~ so pick Xl, x2, ..., xv 
in R\{0} with Xa~Xz, .~" '~x~ and Cx=0.  Then for each 6e I  
Z~=, xi(6), e;(6) = 0. 
We consider first the possibility that #(x,) < b o. In this case define d 1 e R 
by 
dl(6)={01(6) ifif 6=7(Xl),a#];(Xl). 
Let m=l ,  and let k~=v. If 6#7(x~) we have immediately that 
d1(6), x~< c i (5)=0 while if 6=7(xl)(=7(x2) . . . . .  7(xv)) then d~(6). A.ai= 1 
El*--1 c,(6) = E/k~l ei(6)- xi(6) = O. 
Now we assume #(x,)>~bo. Let s=#(x l )  and let g=x,(y(x,)) .  
(Then g=x~(y(xi)) for all ie {1, 2,..., v}.) By reordering the columns 
of C if necessary we may presume that y(X l )~(X2)~ " '"  ~-~2(Xv). Pick 
men and k l<k2<. . .<km=v so that 7(Xl)=y(Xk,)<y(X<+I) = 
7(Xk2) < "'" < V(Xk,,_~ +1) = V(Xk~). For each t e { 1, 2, ..., m } let nt = 7(x<). 
For t e { 1, 2 ..... m } and 6 e I define 
! if 6¢/~ 
d,(6)= if 6e/~ and 6<n~ 
if 6e/~ and 6>~n,. 
For te {2, 3 ..... m}, ie {1, 2, ..., kt_l}, and 6e I  define 
I 
O if 6~/~ 
ai.t(5)= 0 if aeL and 6<nt 
[.xi(n,) if 5e/~ and 6>~n,. 
" ~-~i= 1C i (~)  : 0. If 5 ¢ Is or both 5 e Is and 5 < nl, then immediately d1(5) kl 
Assume then 5 e I s and 6 /> nl. Now for i > kl, xi(nl) = 0 so 
v Z i=l  ci iF /1)  Xi(F/1) : z /k l l  Ci(¢~) Xi(])(Xi) ) = d l (~ ) • 0 = Zi=lc i (n l )x i (n l )  = kl 
Z~L1 ei(6), so Part 1 of the columns condition is satisfied. 
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Now assume te {2, 3 ..... m}. Again if 6¢ / ,  or both 6e/~ and 6<nt  we 
have that Requirement 2 holds at 6. So assume 3 e l ,  and ~ ~>nt. For i>k ,  
we have xi(n,)= 0 so 
kt 
0 = ~ c i (n t )  x i (n t )  ~- 2 C(nt) x i (Ht )  
i=1  i=kt - l+ l  
k t 1 k t 
= 2 ci(rtt) °~i,t(a) + 2 ci(nt)'g 
i-1 i=kt_l+l 
tct -- 1 k t 
= 2 <(a) ~;,,(a) + d,(a) Z e,o(a). 
i= l  i - - k t _ l+ l  
Finally, we need to show that if m > 1 and n ~ N, then R. d 1 •nm d n is l 1 -1=2 t 
infinite. Given b e I, with 6 ~> nm define 7a e R by 
{0 ya(a)= if a#3.  
Then 
FI {o ~m+2 if °-=a' ya(o')"  dl(O" ) • d~'(a) = 
t=2 if a#6.  
Since S has no nonzero nilpotents gnm+Zvk 0 and hence R. dl. 17I m t= 2 dt  is 
infinite, since nm has infinitely many followers in I,. | 
We are now prepared to produce examples of commutative rings which 
are not Rado rings. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let p be a prime, let n ~ N, and let R = @ ~= 1 Y-np2. Then 
C be the 
R is not a Rado ring. 
Proof  Let l=np-1  and let 
entries on each coordinate are 
(p + 1) x (p + 1) matrix whose 
That is, for i, j e { 1, 2,..., p + 1 } and m e N, 
c i j (m)= {~+ 1 if i= j  
' i f  i# j .  
/ lp+ l 1 1 ... 1 1 \ ) 1 lp+l  1 ... 1 1 1 1 l p+ l  ... 1 1 
1 1 1 ... lp+ l  1 
1 1 1 1 lp+l  
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We show first that C is partition regular. Given a p element subset A of 
~, define yAeR for me N, 
{~p if meA, 
yA(m)= if mCA. 
Let reN and let f :R -+{1,2  ..... r}. Define q~:{Ac_N:[A[=p}~ 
{1, 2, ..., r} by ~0(A) =f(YA). Pick by Ramsey's Theorem [14] (or see [8] )  
some B___ N such that IN[ =p+ 1 and q~ is constant on {A_cB:[A[  =p}.  
Enumerate B in order as B = {k~, k2, ..., kp+, }. For each je  {1, 2, ..., p + 1 } 
let Aj=B\{kj} and let xj=yAs. Then f (x l )=f(x2) . . . . .  f(Xp+l). We 
now show that Cx = 0. To this end let i e { 1, 2, ..., p + 1 } and let m e N. We 
show ~2P__+l I ci, j(m). xj(m) = 0 in 7/np2. If m ~ B, then each xj(m) = 0 so the 
conclusion is immediate. If m = k~ then 
{~p if j¢i, 
xj(m) = if j = i, 
SO Y'f+l 1 ci.j(m).xj(m)=np2=O in 7/np2. Finally assume m=k, for some 
te  {1, 2,..., p+ 1}\{i}. Then 
{~p if j~t ,  
xj(m) = if j=  t. 
Let D = { 1, 2 ..... p + 1 } \ { i, t }. Then 
p+l  
ci, j(m) .xj(rn) = ~ rip+ (lp+ 1) .np= (l+ 1) np2=0in  7/np2. 
j= l  j eD  
Now we show that C does not satisfy the columns condition. Suppose 
instead that it does. Observe that reordering the columns will have no 
effect (since one could restore the original ordering by reordering the rows) 
so we can assume they are ordered as originally. 
Then we have some kae {1, 2, ..., p+ 1} and some d I 7~0 such that 
dl .  Z~ 1% = 0. We claim that kl = p and that 
(*) for all reN,  p.dl(r)=O (in 7/np2 ).
Suppose first that kx = p + 1 and pick r e N such that dl(r) v a O. Using any 
row of C we see that dl(r) .  (p + 1 + Ip)=0 in 7/np2. This says that in N, 
np 2 divides da(r).(p+l+lp). So np 2 divides d,(r) while da(r)e 
{ 1, 2 ..... np 2 - 1 }, a contradiction. 
Now suppose k ,e{1 ,2 , . . . ,p -1 )  and again pick reN such that 
dl(r) --/= 0. From the first row we get d,(r). (Ip + kl) = 0 in Znp2 and from the 
last row we get da(r)" ka = 0 in Znp2 so that d~(r), lp = 0 in gnp2. This says 
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that np 2 divides dl(r ) - Ip in N so that np divides dl(r ) • l = d~(r). (np - 1) in 
N and hence that np divides dl(r) in N. From the fact that d~(r), kt = 0 in 
Z,p2 we conclude that np 2 divides d l ( r ) .k l  in N. Since k~ ~ {1, 2 .... , p -  1} 
this tells us that p divides a and hence np 2 divides dl(r), a contradiction. 
We therefore know that kl =p and (*) follows by adding the last row 
of C. 
Now since kl = p we must have m = 2 and k2 = p + 1, and we must have 
some el, e2, ..., ep in R and d2 in R\{0} such that 2~'=1 ejej+ d2Cp+l =0. 
We now claim that 
(**) for all r~ N, p divides d2(r). 
To this end let re  N. Next observe that for a l l j~  {1, 2, ..., p}, lp.c~j(r)= 
lp. cq(r) in 2,,p2. Indeed this follows immediately by subtracting rowj  from 
row 1 in the equation Y,f=l c~jcj + d2Cp+l = 0. Multiplying the last row of 
this equation by lp we get ~f=l  Ipej(r)+ Ip(Ip + 1)d2(r)= 0 in 7/~p2 so that 
l p2e l ( r )+ lp ( Ip+l )da( r )=O in 7/np2. This says that in N, np 2 divides 
Ip2e1(r) + lp(lp + 1)d2(r) and hence p divides d2(r) as claimed. 
But now (*) and (**) tell us that for all r~N,  d l ( r ) .dz ( r )=O in Z,p2, 
contradicting Requirement 3 of the columns condition. | 
Formally, the matrix C given in the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that 
@ 2= 1 Z,p2, p prime, is not a Rado ring. On the other hand, as each entry 
c 0 of C consists of a string with all entries the same, it follows from results 
in [-5, Theorem 12] that C is partition regular in @2=17/,p and, 
moreover, has the columns property in @ 2= 1 7/p. Note that @ 2= 1 7/~p is 
a subring of @ 2= 1 Z,p2. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let n ~ N and let R = @ ~= 1 2-n. 






R is Rado ring; 
7] n has no nonzero nilpotents; and 
n is square free. 
That (a) implies (c) is Theorem 3.6. That (c) implies (b) is well 
known and at any rate an easy exercise. That (b) implies (a) follows from 
Theorem 3.5. | 
Considering the proof of Theorem 3.6 one may naturally as whether 
fewer than p + 1 equations will establish that @m~=l Nnp2 is not a Rado 
ring. We do not now the answer even for p = 2 and n = 1. We do know 
however that for R = @ 2= 1 24 a single equation ~= 1 cixi = 0 is partition 
regular over R\{0} if and only if it satisfies the columns condition over R. 
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3.7. THEOREM. Let R ~- (~ n=Z= 1 ~-4" The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) The equation ~= a eiXi= 0 is partition regular over R\{0}. 
(b) Either 
(1) ~=1 ei is 0 or a zero-divisor, or 
(2) for infinitely many n~ ~ one has ]{it {1, 2 ..... v} :G(n)= 1 or 
el(n) = 3}[ is an odd number bigger than 1. 
(c) C = (Cl, c2 .... , c~) satisfies the columns condition over R. 
Proof That (c) implies (a) follows from Theorem 2.4. 
To see that (b) implies (c) observe first that if Condition 1 holds we may 
pick d l~R\{0} such that dl.~7=lCi=O , let m=l  and k,=v.  Now 
assume that Condition 2 holds. Pick by the pigeon hole principle an 
infinite subset I of N such that for all r, n in I, (ca(r), c2(r) .... , c,(r))= 
(el(n), c2(n), ..., Cv(n)) and 1{i~ {1, 2, ..., v} : c~(n)= 1 or ce(n)= 3}1 is an 
odd number greater than 1. By reordering the c;'s if necessary we may 
assume that for n~Ione  has C,_l(n) ~ {1, 3} and c,(n)e {1, 3}. Let m=2,  
let kl = v - 1, and let k2 = v. Let 
d~(n) = {~ if n¢I,  
if n~I, 
and 
d2(n) = {01 ifif n¢l,n~L 
For ie{1 ,2  ..... v -2}  let ~i,2=0.  If n¢ I  let ~v_l,2(n)=0. If nE I  and 
Cv_l(n)=cv(n), let ~-1,2(n)=3. If ne I  and c~_l(n)¢c~(n), let 
~-  1,2(n) = 1. 
If n e N\ I  one has immediately that d~(n) o-1 ~i= ci(n)=0. If n~I, then 
v--1 1{i~{1,2 ..... v - l}  "c i (n )=l  or e;(n)=3}l is even so 5~e=, c i (n)=0 or 
Z~ - l  ci(n) 2 so that dl(n) ~-1 = " "~' i=  ei(n)=O" 
Given nE~\L  one has ~-1 =Zi=l  0"  S,i=l ~i,2(n).ci(n)+dz(n).e~(n ) v-1 
eg(n)+O c~(n)=0. Given n~I, one has 5Z ~-1 • i=  ~i,2(n) • ei(n) + d2(n), e~(n) = 
~_ 1,2(n) • ca_ l(n) + 1 • c~(n). By the choice of ~v_ 1,2(n), this latter sum is 
1+3or3+1.  
Finally let I~N. We need to show that R.da'd~ is infinite. Now for 
dl(n) .d~(n)= {02 if n q~ I 
if n~I. 
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Since I is infinite one concludes immediately that R -d l .  d~ is infinite. 
To see that (a) implies (b) we assume that for only finitely many n does 
one have that [{ie {1,2,..., v}:c~(n)= 1 or c~(n)=3}[ is an odd number 
bigger than 1. We show that Z~= ~ ci must be 0 or a zero-divisor. 
Observe that if for any ne  N one has Z~=~ c~(n)e {0, 2} then by letting 
d(r)={O 2 if r#nr=n 
one hasd-Z  v c;= 0 so that Z v i= 1 i= a ci is 0 or a zero-divisor, in which case 
we are done. Consequently we may assume that for all n, [{i~ {1, 2, ..., v} : 
ci(n) = 1 or ci(n) = 3}t is odd (and hence is in most cases exactly 1). 
We define an equivalence relation = on N by agreeing that n --- m if and 
only if (cl(n), c2(n), ..., cv(n))= (ci(rn), c2(m) ..... c~(m)). Let 11,/2 ..... Ii be 
the equivalence classes of - ,  listing first those for which, if n e Is, then 
1{i~ {1, 2, ..., v} : ci(n) = 1 or c~(n) = 3}1 is an odd number bigger than 1. 
By assumption each such Ij must be finite. Pick be  {1, 2 ..... l} so that one 
has that [{ie {1, 2, ..., v} : c~(n)= 1 or c i(n)= 3}1 is an odd number bigger 
than 1 for neIj if and only i f j<b .  
Define a coloring f of R\{0} by agreeing that f (x )=f (y )  if and only if 
(i) for all n~l)j<bIs. , x(n)= y(n), 
(ii) {je{b,b+l,...,l}: there exists neIj with x(n)~ {1, 3}}= 
{ je  {b, b+ 1, ...,/}: there exists nelj with y(n)~ {1, 3}}, and 
(iii) {j~{b,b+l .... , /}: there exists neIj with x (n)=2}= 
{jE {b, b+ 1, ...,/}: there exists ns / j  with y(n) = 2}. 
There are only finitely many values of f so by (a) we may pick 
x,,  x2, ..., xv in R\{0} with Z~=I cixi=O and f (x l )=f (x2)  . . . . .  f(x~). 
Let A = { je  {b, b+ 1 ..... /}: there exists nelj with x l (n)e {1, 3}} and let 
B= {j~ {b ,b+ 1,...,/}: there exists nelj with x l (n)=2}.  We show that 
l I = A=~ and B=~ (and hence for nEU~=b j one has x l(n) 
x2(n) . . . . .  x~(n) = 0). This will complete the proof. Indeed, since for all 
b--1 n~ L)j=I Ij one has xl(n)=x2(n) . . . . .  x~(n) one then has in fact that 
x, = x2 . . . . .  x~. Since xl # 0 we then have 5~= ~ c~ is 0 or a zero-divisor 
as required. 
Suppose then we have some j eA. Pick n eIj. As observed above 
[{iE{1,2 .... ,v}:ci(n)=l or e ; (n )=3}[=l  (since j )b )  so pick 
t~ {1, 2 .... , v} such that ct(n )= 1 or ct(n)= 3. Nowf (x~)=f (x , )  and j~A 
so pick relj with x,(r)~ {1, 3}. Also n=-r so c,(r)= 1 or c~(r)=3. Since 
ci(r)=O or ci(r)=2 for i#t, we then get Z~=ici(r).xi(r)~{1,3}, a 
contradiction. 
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Finally suppose we have some j~ B. We have already seen A = ~ so 
jq~A so for all n ~Ij and all te  {1, 2, ..., v} we have xt(n)e {0, 2}. Pick ne I j  
and again choose the unique te{1 ,2  .... ,v} with G(n)e {1, 3}. Since 
f (x , )  =f(x0  pick re I j  with xt(r)=2. For each i~ {1, 2 ..... v}\{t} we have 
ci(r) .x i(r)=O (since 0=0.0=0.2=2.0=2-2)  so Z' j=lc i ( r ) .x i ( r )= 
c~(r).x~(r) =2, a contradiction. | 
4. NONHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS 
For the ring of integers the partition regularity of a non-homogeneous 
system of equations was settled by Rado [11, p. 451]. We provide here a 
similar solution for certain integral domains. 
We address first the using of a single equation. When we say an equation 
~';=~c~xi= b or a system of equations Cx = b is partition regular over 
R\{0} we mean that given any finite coloring ~0 of R\{0} there is a 
solution x = (xl, x2 ..... x~) :~ of Cx = b with q~(xa) = q)(x2) . . . . .  ¢(x,). 
4.1. LEMMA. Let R be an integral domain with a 1 and with at least one 
nonzero nonunit such that R/mR is finite for each m~R\{0}.  Let 
~2~=1 cixi= b be partition regular over R\{0). Then there exists t~ R such 
that t Z~= 1 e i  ~- b.  
Proof Assume first ~= l ci = 0, in which case we must show b = 0. If 
each c i= 0, this conclusion is trivial so we may assume without loss of 
generality that Ca ¢0.  Then cl =Z~=2 ( -c i ) .  Suppose be0  and pick a 
nonunit y of R\{0).  Let m=yb.  Since R is an integral domain m~a0. 
Define q~: R \{0}- .R /mR by ~o(t)=mR+t. By hypothesis, ¢p is a finite 
coloring of R\{0} so pick Xl,  X 2 ..... X v with ~0(vl)= @(X2) . . . . .  (tg(Xv) 
and ~v v i= 1 cixi = b. Then since cl = ~i=2 ( -c i ) ,  Zi=2 c i (x i -  Xl) = b. Since 
¢(xi)=~o(xl) we have for each i some d; such that x i -x l=d im.  Then 
ybZT=2 cidi=b so (y "~=2 c id i -1 )b=0.  Since y is not a unit, this says 
b = 0, a contradiction. 
Now assume Z~=lc i=m¢O.  Again define q) :R \{O}~R/mR by 
~o(t) = mR + t and pick Xl, x2, ..., x~ in R\{0} with q~(xl) = q~(x2) . . . . .  
cp(x~). Pick for each i, di in R such that xi = xl + dim. Then b = Y,7= 1 c,. 
(xl + dim) = Xl. Z~i= 1 ci + m. Y,~= 1 cidi" Let t = xl + ~2~= a cidi. Since 
m = ~= 1 ci we have b = t. ~= 1 ci as required. | 
4.2. THEOREM. Let R be an integral domain with a 1 and with at least 
one nonzero nonunit such that R/mR is finite for each m~R\{O}.  Let 
u, v ~ N, let C be a u x v matrix over R, and let b~ R u. Then the system 
Cx = b is partition regular over R\{0} if and only if either 
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(1) there exists ssR\{0} so that with X l=X 2 . . . . .  xv=s one has 
Cx = b or 
(2) bl = b2 . . . . .  b, = 0 and the system Cx = 0 is partition regular 
over R\{0}. 
Proof The sufficiency of each condition is clear. Assume then that 
Cx=b is partition regular over R\{0}. If for each is  {1, 2, ..., u} one has 
bi = 0, then Conclusion 2 holds directly. We may thus assume without loss 
of generality that b l#0.  Pick by Lemma 4.1 some s sR  such that 
S. ~.;= 1 C l,j = b l. Necessarily s # 0. We show that, for each k s { 1, 2 .... , v }, 
s "Z j= 1 ck, j = bk and hence that Conclusion 1 holds. 
To this end let ks  {1, 2 ..... v} be given and pick ysR\{0} such that y 
is not a unit. For each j s  {1, 2, ..., v} let dj= (yb l -Z~=I  Cl,;) ck, j -  (ybk-- 
Z~= 1 ck,~) c1,i. By linearity any solution xl, x2 ..... x~ to the system Cx = b 
is also a solution to the equation ~;=ldjxj=bl~V=lCk, i--bk~Vi=lCl,i, 
and hence this equation is partition regular over R\{0}. By Lemma 4.1 we 
may pick t sR  such that t~.j= 1 d j=b~,  ~ v i=1 Ck, i - -bk~i=l  el,i" Moreover 
t 2~= 1 dj = ty(bl 2 "g=l ck,~- bk ~=1 cl,i) so we have ( ty -  1 )(bl Z~=I ck, g-  
b~Z~=l Cl,i) =0. Since y is not a unit this says bl 52~=1 ck,~--bk32~=l Cl,g= 0. 
Since b l=sZ~=l  cl,i we have (~=1 cl, i ) (sZ~=1%i- -bk)  =0. Now b1¢0 
so Z~=I cl,iv a0, and hence s~2~=1Ck, i=bk,  as required. | 
5. SUMS Or M(L)  SETS 
We restrict our attention now to infinite integral domains. In this 
situation the set D of Definition 2.2 is simply the set of finite sequences of 
nonzero elements of the ring. (The results of this section can be obtained 
in a somewhat more general situation, but the definitions become more 
complicated.) 
We set out to show (as Corollary 5.4) that given any infinite integral 
C domain R, any sequence of matrices ( n)n = 1 each satisfying the columns 
condition over R, and any finite partition of R, there is one cell containing 
solutions to each system Cnx--0 together with all sums choosing at most 
one term from each solution set. 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.4. It 
differs however in significant details. 
L oo be a 5.1. THEOREM. Let R be an infinite integral domain, let ( n)n=l  
sequence in M, and let G be a finit e partition of R\{0}. Then there exists 
A s G which contains an M(Ln)-setfor each n E N. In fact this A satisfies:for 
x ~ in R each ks  N and each is  {1, 2 ..... m(Lk) } there is a sequence ( ~,i,~)n=l 
with {~m_(Zi~)(2i'Zn~FXg,~,n):ks N, 2sLk ,  and r is a finite nonempty 
subset of N } c__ A. 
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Proof For n t~ and j r{ l ,  2 ..... m}, let L . , j={2tL . : j=  
rain{i: 2~¢ 0}}. We may presume ach Ln, j~  ;3 since we may otherwise 
pick d~R\{0} and 2 j=d and 21=0 otherwise and add 2 to L.. Given 
nt~ and j t  {1, 2, ...,m} let d.,j be the unique member of R\{0} with 
2 i = d.,j for all 2 t L.,j. For each k ~ ~ let 6k ~ ]~m(Ln) f] ]k : (Fin = 1 I l j= 1 ~n,j) and let 
D~= R6~. Note that each 6~tR\{O},  each D~ in a subsemigroup (in fact 
a subgroup) of (R, +), and each D~+~ D~. We work in (fiR, +) with R 
discrete. 
Let Q = 0~ ~/5~ and let p be an idempotent in a minimal right ideal of 
Q. We claim that p t flR\R. For this it suffices (since p is a member of a 
minimal right ideal of Q) to show that Q\R is an ideal of Q. Exactly as 
in the proof of Theorem 2.4 we get that Q\R ¢ ~ and therefore that Q\R 
is an ideal of Q. 
Since p ~ R we have {0} q~ p and hence we may pick A ~ G with A ~ p. 
Now let k t ~ and let m = m(Lk). We proceed by downward induction 
on r t{1 ,2  .... ,m} to show that for each i t  {r, r+  l, ..., m} there is a 
sequence (x~,.).=l°~ such that 
(1) {zjm=r(/~j'~,neFXj, n) :2tU~=rLk,  i and F is a finite nonempty 
subset of N } _ A, 
(2) For each nt  ~ and each i t  {r, r+  1,..., m}, x i , . tDk+. .  
First assume r=m.  Since p+p=p,  pick (Yn)n~=l in R such that 
Zn~eyntA  whenever F is a finite nonempty subset of N and each 
y. t Dk+.+ 1. (One may for example invoke Theorem 2.1 with the function 
f in Conclusion 5 constantly 0 and let y .=ak+.+l . )  Since each 
y. tDk+n+l=R~k+.+l~_Rf ik+. 'dk,  m pick Xm, n tRt~k+n=Dk+ n with 
y.=Xm, n'dk, m. Given 2tLg,  m and finite nonempty F___N, we have 
~m " ~neFXm,n=dk,  rn " ~neFXm,n= ~,neF Yn t A. 
Now assume r<m and pick for each i t  { r+ l ,  r+2 ..... m} a sequence 
Z ( i , . ) .= ~ as guaranteed by the induction hypothesis. Given 2 ~ Lk, r and 
nt  ~, let yz,.=~im=r+ j 2~Z~, n and not__ee that y~,.tDk+ .. For each n~ ~ let 
D'. =Dk+.  and note that Q = (~.~ D'.  Letting l=  ILk, r[ we thus have that 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied with D'. replacing Dn. Choose 
a ~ H sequences ( t ) t=l  and ( , ) t=l  as guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. Taking 
the functions in Conclusion 5 to be constant we have for each 2 e Lk, r and 
each finite nonempty F~ ~ that ~t~F (at "~- ~'n~Ht Y2,n) t A. 
For t~ we have at+ltD~+l=Dk+t+l=R6k+t+l~_Rfg+~.dk,~ 
so pick X~,~tRfk+~=Dk+~ with a~+l=X~,t'dk, r. For each i t{ r+1,  
r+2 ..... m}, let Xe, t=Z.~H,+~Z~,.. Since for each t we have maxHt< 
minHt+~ we have for each ntHt+ 1 that zi , . tDk+.~_Dk+t so 
Xi, t tOk+t .  
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Now let 2 e U i m r Lk, i and let F be a finite nonempty subset of N. Assume 
first that 2 e [) ~=r + 1 Lk, i and let G = U t ~ F Ht + 1" Now 2r = 0 so 
i=r  i=r+ 1 t~Fn~Ht+l  
i~r+l  n~G 
Now assume ;t e Lk, r. Then 
z Z n) 
i=r  t~F  tEF  i~r+ l nEHt+ 1 
teF  teF  nEHt+l  i=r+l  
teF  \ nGHt+l  
L oo 5.2. LEMMA. Let R be an infinite integral domain, let ( , )~= 1 be an 
infinite sequence in M, and let U = {q e fiR\R: for each A e q and each n e 
there exist xl ,  x2 .... , xm(,) in R with M(L , ,  x)cA}.  Then U is a compact 
subsemigroup of fiR. 
Proof We are still taking R to be discrete. Let Q be as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. We showed there that any idempotent in any minimal right 
ideal of Q must be in U. Consequently U ¢ ~.  Given q e ~RkU there is 
some A e q such that some n e N has no M(L,)-set contained in A. Then 
is a neighborhood of q which misses U. Consequently U is closed in/~R 
and is thus compact. 
To see that U is a subsemigroup of/~R, let p, qe U. Since (R, +)  is can- 
cellative, [IRkR is a subsemigroup of fiR so p + q e flRkR. Let A e p + q and 
let n~N.  Let B={yER:A-yep},  where A-y={x~R:x+yeA}.  
Then Be  q so pick Yl, Y2 ..... Ym(~) in R with M(L~, y) _ B. Now L, is finite 
so Ox~L, (A -Z~(=~  2~y~)ep so pick Zl, z2, ..., z~(n) in R with M(L , ,  z)___ 
('I;.~L, (A --Y~'~(=~) 2~y~). For each ie {1, 2, ..., m(n)}, let x~=z~+ yi. Then 
M(L , ,  x) ___ A as required. | 
The proof of the following theorem is modeled after the proof in [6]. 
L ~ be a 5.3. THEOREM. Let R be an infinite integral domain, let ( n) ,=l  
sequence in M, and let G be a finite partition of Rk{O}. There exist A e G 
and for each ne N some xn,1, x,,2 .... , xn,,,(,) in R such that whenever F is a 
finite nonempty subset of N and, for each neF ,  z, eM(L , ,x~) ,  one has 
Zn~FZn e A. 
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Proof Let U be as in Lemma 5.2. Since U is a compact left topological 
semigroup, pick q ~ U with q + q = q. Since q ~ fiRkR, {0} ~ q so pick A ~ G 
with A ~ q. 
Let AI=A,  let BI={xGAI :A I -XGq}.  Pick xi, l ,Xl, 2 ..... Xl,m(1) 
in R with M(L,,Xl)C_B1. Let n~t~ be given and assume we have 
chosen Xn_l,l,Xn_x, 2 ..... Xn 1,m(n-*) in R with M(Ln_a, x n 1)___Bn_~= 
{XEAn-I" An 1 -x~q}.  Let An=An_ 1 n N2~L, ~(A, 1--~,m(nl- -1) l~i 'Xn_l , i )  , 
let B,={x~An:An- -x~q},  and choose Xn, l,Xn, 2 ..... X,,m(n) in R with 
M(L , ,  x) _~ B n. 
To complete the proof we show by induction on JFI that if F is a finite 
nonempty subset of N, t = min F, and for each n ~ F, zn ~ M(L~, xn), then 
Zn~Fzn~A, .  If ]FI = 1, this is immediate so assume IF] > 1, let G=Fk{t} ,  
and let l = min G. Assume for each n ~ F we have z n ~ M(Ln, Xm). NOW z, = 
~'~ 2~xtoi for some 2~L t. We have by the induction hypothesis that 
~azn~Al~At+l~At -z t  SO ~,n~FZn~At as required. | 
C 0O 5.4. COROLLARY. Let R be an infinite integral domain, let ( n)n = 1 be 
a sequence of matrices each satisfying the columns condition over R, and let 
G be afinite partition of R\{0}. There exist A ~ G and for each n a vector 
x n with Cnxn = 0 SO that whenever F is a finite nonempty subset of ~ and, 
for each n ~ F, i(n) chooses a coordinate of xn one has ~n~F xn(i(n))~ A. 
Proof Theorems 2.3 and 5.3. | 
6. ON A CONJECTURE OF RADO 
In [123 Rado made the following conjecture: There is a function 
r: N ~ t~ such that given any equation qXa + c2x2+ "-" +CnXn =0 with 
integer coefficients which is not partition regular over ~, there exists a 
partition of N into at most r(n) cells with no cell containing a solution to 
the equation. 
We show here that the natural analogue of Rado's conjecture fails in 
Q ~= 1Z2, specifically that r(3) cannot be defined. More examples for the 
product situation can be constructed along the following lines. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let R= (~=1 772" For each re ~ there exist cl, c2, c3 in 
R so that the equation ClXl + c2x2+ eax3 =0 is not partition regular over 
R\{0} but whenever R\{O} = ~)7_1Ai there exist i t  {1, 2, ..., r} and 
xl,  x2, x3 in Ai with Cl Xa + C2Xz + C3x3=O. 
Proof Let rE~ be given. Pick k~ such that k~(3)  2. (That is, 
whenever the two-element subsets of a k-element set H are partitioned into 
r cells, some three-element subset of H has all its two-element subsets in the 
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same cell. The existence of such a k is guaranteed by Ramsey's theorem.) 
Pick me N such that 2 m-  1 ~>k. Define cl, c2, c3 in R as follows: For 
i~ {1,2, 3} and ne N, 
! if n<~m, 
ci(n)= if n>m and n - i (mod3) ,  
otherwise. 
Let R\{0} =U~=IAi .  Let H= {xeR\{0}:  for all n>m, x(n)=0}. Then 
Igl =2 m-  1 ~>k. For i~ {1, 2 ..... r} let Bi= {{x, y} : x, y~H,  x¢  y, and 
x+yeAi} .  Pick ie{1 ,2  ..... r} and xl ,x2,  x3eH such that {{xl,x2}, 
{xl, x3}, {x2, x3}}---B~. Let Y l=Xl+X2,  Y2=Xl +x3, and y3=Xz+X3. 
Then {Yl, Y2, Y3} ~A~ and ClY l+C2Y2- t -c3Y3-=Xl -} -X2-} -X l+X3+X2-}  - 
X3=0.  
To see that c~x~ + c2x2 + c3x3 = 0 is not partition regular, define a finite 
coloring cp of R\{0} so that ~0(x) = ~o(y) if and only if 
(1) x(n)=y(n)  for all n<~rn, and 
(2) for each ie {1, 2, 3}, there exists n>m such that n=-i (mod 3) 
and x(n)= 1 if and only if there exists k>m such that k=i  (mod 3) and 
y(k) = 1. 
Suppose now that one has Xl,X2, X3 in R\{0} with cxxl+c2x2+ 
c3x3=0 and q~(xl)=cp(x:)=cp(x3). Then immediately one has for all 
n ~< m that xl(n ) = x2(n ) = x3(n ) = 0. Since x 1 va 0, one has some n > m with 
xl(n)~O. Pick ie {1, 2, 3} such that n=-i (mod 3). Pick t>m with t=_i 
mod 3 and xi(t) ~ O. Then cl(t) xl(t) + c2(t) x2(t) + c3(t) x3(t) = xi(t) ~ O, a 
contradiction. | 
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